OSS: Adoption, Creative Commons (CC), Mozilla and LibreOffice

By Roy Schestowitz

Wall Street’s adoption of open-source development has come to a crossroads, according to recent research published by industry analyst firm Aite Group. In the 28 years since Linus Torvalds released his open-source Linux operating system kernel, it has taken 23 years for the adoption of the development model to gain prominence with financial services institutions, according to Tosha Ellison, director of member success at the Fintech Open Source Foundation as whose organization sponsored the research.

Introducing CC Vocabulary, Our New Web Design System

Over the past few months, we've been working on CC Vocabulary, a new open source software project that provides a cohesive design system to unite the web-facing Creative Commons (CC).

Pub True [Ed: Mozilla does surveillance on Firefox users, using the popular euphemisms 'data science' and 'telemetry']

I'm ramping up on a project to understand how Firefox retains users. Right now I'm trying to build some context quickly. For example, what's our monthly retention? How about our annual retention? There's a bunch of interesting and nuanced measurement questions that we'll eventually have to answer, but for now I'm just interested in getting some quick back-of-
the-envelope numbers.

- Help our community with social media in various languages and locations! [5]

  Love LibreOffice? Want to help spread the word? And do you speak another language than English? Then we’d appreciate your help! We have lots of community-created LibreOffice accounts on Facebook and Twitter, but some haven’t been updated for a while. The full list is below, with the date the account was last active? if you’re interested in helping to maintain one, join our marketing list and let us know!
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